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Thermomechanical response of porous biological tissue based
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ABSTRACT
Understanding of heat transfer and related thermomechanical interaction
in biological tissue is very important to clinical applications. It is quite nat-
ural to treat the living tissue as a porous medium, such as the living tissue
in the presence of blood. Based on a non-equilibrium heat transfer model,
the thermomechanical response of porous biological tissue exposed to an
instantaneous thermal shock is investigated in this work. The governing
equations are established based on local thermal non-equilibrium model in
the context of the generalized thermoelastic theory and solved by time-
domain finite-element method. The effect of porosity coefficient on the
thermal-mechanical response of the porous tissue is studied and illustrated
graphically. Comparisons are made between the proposed results and
those from the local thermal equilibrium models to reveal the difference of
these two models in terms of thermoelastic response.
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1. Introduction

Analysis of heat transfer in biological tissue is a complicated physiological process including heat
conduction in tissue, convective between blood and vessel, and blood perfusion. The biological
tissue consists of cell and micro-vascular bed with the blood flow through many vessels. Thus, it
can be treated as a porous media and divided into vascular region and extravascular region.
Studies on heat transfer in porous media are generally based on two different models: local ther-
mal equilibrium (LTE) and local thermal non-equilibrium (LTNE). Many previous studies have
investigated bioheat transfer problem based on the LTE model [1]–[4], where the temperature of
tissue and blood is equal everywhere in this model. This assumption holds true when heat
exchange between tissue and blood are efficient. It is, in general, valid only in a capillary bed that
has many micro-vessels (of small diameter) and a large area of heat transfer [5]. Khaled and
Vafai [6] presented a review on the role of porous media in modeling flow and heat transfer in
biological tissue. They indicated that developing advanced heat transfer models according to the
thermal non-equilibrium state between blood and tissue is important.

Based on the non-equilibrium heat transfer model, Zhang [7] established a generalized dual-
phase lag bioheat equation. Fan and Wang [8] developed a general bioheat transfer model at
macro-scale for biological tissue, which also showed both the temperature of tissue and blood is
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satisfied with dual-phase lag energy equation. Afrin et al. [9] presented a thermal lagging model
in biological tissue between tissue, arterial and venous bloods. They found that the phase lag
times are dependent on the material properties of tissue and blood. But the above-mentioned
studies all assumed the blood temperature undergone a transient process and it was a function of
tissue temperature [7]–[9]. This assumption may not be used to predict the real temperature of
blood and tissue. To bypass this problem, Xuan and Roetzel [10] established three energy equa-
tions based on the concept of porous media and obtained the steady temperature distributions of
tissue, artery, and vein. Then, Roetzel and Xuan [11] investigated the transient heat transfer prob-
lem between the artery, vein, and tissue in a cylinder physical model. Mahjoob and Vafai [12]
obtained the exact solutions of the tissue and blood temperature profiles in hyperthermia treat-
ment. An equivalent heat transfer coefficient between tissue and blood in a porous model for
simulating the biological tissue in a hyperthermia therapy based on the LTNE model was investi-
gated by Yuan [13]. He indicated that the equivalent heat transfer coefficient was inversely related
to the blood vessel diameter. Belmiloudi [14] analyzed the temperature distribution in bio-fluid
heat transfer of porous non-homogeneous tissues during thermal therapy based on the
LTNE model.

It is noted that even a small change of heat-induced stress can suppress immune response,
alter production of hormones and protein denaturation [15]. The thermoelastic effect also
relates to the thermal damage such as tissue shrinkage. The blood flow has an important
effect on the deformation. However, only few studies focus on thermomechanical interaction
of porous biological tissue subjected to thermal shock based on the LTNE model, even if
there are studies of thermomechanical interaction limited to the LTE model or regard bio-
logical tissue as a continuous model [16, 17]. Thermal stress-related LTNE model has been
addressed in a few studies [18]–[21]. But the heat conduction equations in these studies are
all based on Fourier’s law, which predict an infinite speed of propagation for heat conduction.
It is well known that heat travels at a finite speed in particular heat treatment conditions, i.e.
high-power with short durations and cryogenic temperature, or heat conduction in media
with non-homogeneous inner structure. To eliminate such paradox, two generalized thermo-
elastic theories established by Lord and Shulman [22] and Green and Lindsay [23], which
predict thermal signal propagates with a finite speed. They have been widely used to investi-
gate transient thermal shock problems.

In this study, we investigate the transient coupled thermomechanical response of porous bio-
logical tissue using the LTNE model in the context of generalized thermoelastic theory.
Comparisons are presented between LTNE and LTE models to identify the difference of these
two models on the thermoelastic response. The finite-element governing equations are established
in the generalized porous thermoelastic theory and solved in time-domain. The effect of porosity
coefficient on the response is also illustrated graphically.

2. Problem formulation

2.1. Basic equations

It is assumed that biological tissue is linear, homogeneous and isotopically thermoelastic in the
present work. No phase change and no chemical reactions occur within the biological tissue.
Based on the LTNE model, the thermoelastic equations in the context of generalized thermoelas-
tic theory can be expressed as follows (in the absence of body force):

a. Heat conduction equations of blood and tissue

qbi ¼ �nkbhb, i þ nqbcbhb _wi (1)
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qti ¼ �ð1� nÞktht, i (2)

where qbi and qti are the heat flux vectors of blood fluid and solid tissue, respectively; and i ¼
1, 2, 3; kb and kt are the blood and tissue thermal conductivity; qb and qt are the densities of
blood and tissue, cb and ct are the specific heat for blood and tissue; hb and ht are the blood
and tissue temperature increment, and hb ¼ Tb�T0, h

t ¼ Tt�T0, jhb=T0j � 1, jht=T0j � 1,
Tb and Tt are the temperature of blood and tissue, respectively; T0 is the reference tempera-
ture; n is porosity coefficient; wi is blood displacement with respect to the tissue. The term
of nqbcbhb _wi denotes the convection effect of blood. Besides, super-dot refers to the deriva-
tive with respect to time; a comma followed by sub-index denotes the corresponding partial
differentiation in this study. It is also agreed that if there is a pair of identical indicators in
an item, it is considered to be the summation of this indicator.

b. The equations of energy conservation in blood and tissue

qbi, i ¼ �qbT0 _S
b�haðTb � TtÞ�qb-bcbðTb � TtÞ þ nQext (3)

qti, i ¼ �qtT0 _S
t�haðTt � TbÞ�qb-bcbðTt � TbÞ þ ð1� nÞQmet þ ð1� nÞQext (4)

where Sb and St are the blood and tissue entropy density, respectively; -b is blood perfusion
rate; h is the blood–tissue interface heat transfer coefficient; a is the specific area of the blood
vessel; Qmet is metabolic heat; Qext is the external heat source supplied by laser. And the
coupled terms of haðTb � TtÞ and qb-bcbðTb � TtÞ denote interfacial convective heat transfer
and blood perfusion heat conduction, respectively.

c. The modified Darcy law in fluid [24]

p, i ¼ �
�
_wi=jþ ðqb=nÞ€wi þ qb€ui

�
(5)

where ui and p are the tissue displacement vector and excess pore pressure; j ¼ kl=ðqbgÞ, kb
is the intrinsic permeability, g is the gravitational acceleration.

d. The equation of motion

rij, j ¼ q€ui þ qb€wi (6)

where rij is the stress tensor, j ¼ 1, 2, 3; q is the effect density and q ¼ nqb þ ð1� nÞqt:
e. The constitutive equation

rij ¼ 2leij þ kekkdij�cðhave þ s1 _h
aveÞdij�apdij (7)

p ¼ M
�
auðhave þ s1 _h

aveÞ � aekk þ n
�

(8)

qbSb ¼ nqbcb

T0
ðhb þ s2 _h

bÞ þ ctekk þ cbn (9)

qtSt ¼ 1�n
T0

qtctðht þ s2 _h
tÞ þ ctekk þ cbn (10)

where have is the weighted average temperature, have ¼ nhb þ ð1� nÞht , and the item of
cðhave þ s1 _h

aveÞdij in Eq. (7) denotes the thermal effect on the mechanical response; a is the
Biot coefficient and a ¼ 1�K=Kt , K,Kt ,Kb are the bulk modulus of porous biological tissue,
tissue grains and blood; and 1=M ¼ n=Kb þ ð1� nÞ=Kt , cb ¼ Kbab, ct ¼ Kbab, c ¼ Kau,
au ¼ nab þ ð1� nÞat , ab, at are the linear thermal expansion coefficient of blood and tissue;
The last two items on the right-hand side of Eqs. (9) and (10) denote the strain effect on the
temperature field; k and l are Lame’s constants, � is Poisson’s ratio, and k ¼ 3K�=ð1þ �Þ,
l ¼ 3Kð1� 2�Þ=ð2ð1þ �ÞÞ; eij is the strain tensor and ekk ¼ ui, i; n is the variation of fluid
content; dij is the Kronecker delta function. s1 and s2 are the relaxtion time factors. It is
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noted that Eqs. (1)–(4), (7)–(10) can be reduced to the LTE model when the temperature of
blood and tissue is equal.

f. Geometrical equation

eij ¼ 1
2
ðui, j þ uj, iÞ (11)

n ¼ wi, i (12)

2.2. Problem description

We consider a cylindrical porous biological tissue as shown in Figure 1. The radius of biological
tissue is R0, the thickness in axis direction is L: In this study, the laser heating is the sole source
that directly affects the temperature field and the subsequent mechanical response. When the
laser beam such as some UV and IR wavelengths is highly absorbed by the tissue, the laser can
be absorbed within a very small depth. In this case, laser heating can be reasonably considered as
a surface heat flux on the irradiated boundary [25]. On the contrary, for the cases that scattering
phenomenon is significant over the visible and near-infrared wavelengths, laser energy should be
served as a spatially varied body heat source to heat up the tissue [26, 27]. An axisymmetric volu-
metric laser heat source induced by a Gaussian laser beam in space is used in this work [28]:

Qext ¼ la/ðr, z, tÞ (13)

/ðr, z, tÞ ¼ ð1� RÞe�ðlaþlsÞze�ð2r2=r20Þ/0HðtÞ (14)

where la is the absorption coefficient, ls is the scattering coefficient; /ðr, z, tÞ is the fluence rate.
R is reflection coefficient; /0 is the maximum laser intensity; r0 is the Gaussian spatial profile of
radius which is defined as the character radial distance at the 1=e2 location of the laser intensity;
HðtÞ is the Heaviside unit step function.

Due to the geometry of the structure and loading conditions, this is an axisymmetric case and
only the region OABC is considered in this work. Thus the considered functions will depend on
the space variables r, z, and time t only. The displacement components have, thus, the following
form:

ur ¼ urðr, z, tÞ, uz ¼ uzðr, z, tÞ,wr ¼ wrðr, z, tÞ,wz ¼ wzðr, z, tÞ (15)

For convenience, Eqs. (7) and (8) are rewritten in terms of the cylindrical coordinate system
as follows:

Figure 1. (a) Schematic diagram of the cylindrical biological tissue, (b) porous tissue-vascular structure.
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rrr ¼ ðkþ 2lÞ @ur
@r

þ k
ur
r
þ @ur

@r
þ @uz

@z

� �
�c have þ s1

@have

@t

� �
�ap (16)

rzz ¼ ðkþ 2lÞ @uz
@z

þ k
ur
r
þ @ur

@r
þ @uz

@z

� �
�c have þ s1

@have

@t

� �
�ap (17)

rzr ¼ rrz ¼ l
@ur
@z

þ @uz
@r

� �
(18)

p ¼ M au have þ s1
@have

@t

� �
� a

ur
r
þ @ur

@r
þ @uz

@z

� �
þ wr

r
þ @wr

@r
þ @wz

@z

� � !
(19)

Substituting Eqs. (1) and (9) into Eq. (3), we can obtain the blood temperature governing equation
in the cylindrical coordinate as follows:

nkb
@2hb

@r2
þ 1

r
@hb

@r
þ @2hb

@z2

� �
þ nQext ¼ nqbcb

@hb

@t
þ s2

@2hb

@t2

� �

þ ctT0
@2ur
@r@t

þ @2uz
@z@t

þ 1
r
@ur
@t

� �
þ ðcbT0 þ nqbcbhbÞ @2wr

@r@t
þ @2wz

@z@t
þ 1

r
@wr

@t

� �

þ nqbcb
@wr

@t
� @h

b

@r
þ @wz

@t
� @h

b

@z

� �
þ ðhaþ qb-bcbÞðhb � htÞ

(20)

Substituting Eqs. (2) and (10) into Eq. (4), the governing equation of tissue temperature can
be written as follows:

ð1� nÞkt @2ht

@r2
þ 1

r
@ht

@r
þ @2ht

@z2

� �
þ ð1� nÞQmet þ ð1� nÞQext

¼ ð1� nÞqtct @ht

@t
þ s2

@2ht

@t2

� �
þ ctT0

@2ur
@r@t

þ @2uz
@z@t

þ 1
r
@ur
@t

� �

þ cbT0
@2wr

@r@t
þ @2wz

@z@t
þ 1

r
@wr

@t

� �
þ ðhaþ qb-bcbÞðht � hbÞ

(21)

Making use of Eqs. (12) and (19) and Eq. (5), the equation of fluid can be expressed as follows:

1
j
@wr

@t
þ qb

n
@2wr

@t2
þ qb

@2ur
@t2

¼ Ma
@2ur
@r2

þ @2ur
@r@z

� �

þMa
@2wr

@r2
þ @2wr

@r@z

� �
�Mau

@have

@r
þ s1

@2have

@r@t

� � (22)

1
j
@wz

@t
þ qb

n
@2wz

@t2
þ qb

@2uz
@t2

¼ Ma
@2uz
@z2

þ @2uz
@r@z

� �

þMa
@2wz

@z2
þ @2wz

@r@z

� �
�Mau

@have

@z
þ s1

@2have

@z@t

� � (23)

Further, the substitution of Eqs. (11), (12), (16), (18) and (19) into Eq. (6), the governing
equation of motion along the r-axis can be obtained:

q
@2ur
@t2

þ qb
@2wr

@t2
¼ ðkþ lþ a2MÞ @2ur

@r2
þ @2uz
@r@z

� �
þ l

@2ur
@r2

þ @2ur
@z2

� �

þ aM
@2wr

@r2
þ @2wz

@r@z

� �
�ðcþ aauMÞ @have

@r
þ s1

@2have

@r@t

� � (24)

Finally, substituting Eqs. (11), (12), (17)–(19) into Eq. (6), the governing equation of motion
along z-axis can be obtained:
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q
@2uz
@t2

þ qb
@2wz

@t2
¼ ðkþ lþ a2MÞ @2uz

@z2
þ @2ur
@r@z

� �
þ l

@2ur
@r2

þ @2ur
@z2

� �

þ aM
@2wz

@z2
þ @2wr

@r@z

� �
�ðcþ aauMÞ @have

@z
þ s1

@2have

@z@t

� � (25)

It is noted that the nonlinear coupling terms (the third and fourth terms in the right-hand
side of Eq. (20)) are inherent in the blood temperature control equation, which make it more
difficult to solve these coupling governing equations using analytical methods directly. Then,
the finite-element method is introduced to solve the coupling nonlinear equations in the
next section.

The initial conditions of the problem to be considered are

hb ¼ ht ¼ 0; ur ¼ uz ¼ wr ¼ wz ¼ 0 (26)

_h
b ¼ _h

t ¼ 0; _ur ¼ _uz ¼ _wr ¼ _wz ¼ 0 (27)

In the analysis, the time period is selected in such a way that the heat wave and elastic wave
cannot arrive at the border of the cylindrical biological model. The boundary conditions can be
expressed as follows:

OA : ur ¼ wr ¼ 0, hb ¼ ht ¼ 0

CB : ur ¼ uz ¼ wr ¼ wz ¼ 0, hb ¼ ht ¼ 0

OC : qb ¼ qt ¼ 0

AB : ur ¼ uz ¼ wr ¼ wz ¼ 0, hb ¼ ht ¼ 0

(28)

which indicate the biological surface is traction free. And comparing to the high-intensity laser,
the surface convection can be neglected, thus we assume no energy exchange through the surface
of biological tissue.

For simplicity, the following non-dimensional variables are introduced

ð�r ,�z ,�r0Þ ¼ 1
l
ðr, z, r0Þ; ð�t ,�s1,�s2Þ ¼ v

l
ðt, s1, s2Þ; �r ¼ r

ðkþ 2lÞ
ð�ur, �uz, �wr, �wzÞ ¼ 1

l
ður, uz,wr,wzÞ; ð�hb, �ht , �haveÞ ¼ 1

T0
ðhb, ht , haveÞ

�p ¼ ap
ðkþ 2lÞ ; ð

�Qmet, �QextÞ ¼ l2

kT0
ðQmet ,QextÞ; v ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðkþ 2lÞ=qt

p
where l and v are the characteristic length and velocity, respectively. The short lines over the
non-dimensional variables are dropped in the following for the sake of brevity.

2.3. Finite element formulation

The presence of nonlinear governing equation of blood temperature field causes the difficulty in
solving the problem. It is noted that the nonlinear coupled terms are inherently in the governing
equations of generalized thermoelasticity problems in the context of the LTNE model. The non-
linear governing equations in the Laplace/Fourier transformation domain are also difficult to be
solved. Even if the solutions are obtained, the discrete error and truncate error are inevitably
introduced in the numerical inverse process [29, 30]. To minimize the errors, finite-element
method in time-domain is used in this work for solving coupled nonlinear thermomechanical
equations [31]. In order to obtain the finite-element governing equations conveniently, Eqs.
(7)–(10) can be written in matrix forms:
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frg ¼ ½C0�feg�fnðcþ auaMÞgðhb þ s1 _h
bÞ

�fð1� nÞðcþ auaMÞgðht þ s1 _h
tÞ�½aM�fng

(29)

fpg ¼ ½M�fng�½aM�Tfeg þ ½nauM�ðhb þ s1 _h
bÞ þ ½ð1� nÞauM�ðht þ s1 _h

tÞ (30)

qbSb ¼ fctgTfeg þ fcbgTfng þ c1ðhb þ s2 _h
bÞ (31)

qtSt ¼ fctgTfeg þ fcbgTfng þ c2ðht þ s2 _h
tÞ (32)

where c1 ¼ nqbcb=T0, c2 ¼ ð1� nÞqtct=T0:
The basic constitutive variables are temperature and displacement of tissue and blood.

According to the finite-element method, the geometrical domain can be subdivided into a finite
number of regions or elements. In each element, the displacement and temperature can be
expressed as four sets of shape functions:

fug ¼ ½N1�fueg, fwg ¼ ½N2�fweg, fhbg ¼ ½N3�fhbeg, fhtg ¼ ½N4�fhteg (33)

The strain and temperature gradient may be expressed as follows:

feg ¼ ½B1�fueg, fng ¼ ½B2�fweg, fĥbg ¼ ½B3�fhbeg, fĥ
tg ¼ ½B4�fhteg (34)

where e is the number of elements; ½N1�, ½N2�, ½N3� and ½N4� are the shape functions; ½B1�, ½B2�, ½B3�
and ½B4� are derived from ½N1�, ½N2�, ½N3� and ½N4�, respectively; and ĥ

b ¼ hb, i, ĥ
t ¼ ht, i: The prin-

ciple of virtual displacement for the generalized thermo-elasticity yields,

ð
V

dfegTfrg þ dfĥbgTfqbg þ dfĥtgTfqtg þ dfngTfpg
�dfhbgqbT0f _Sbg�dfhtgqtT0f _Stg

2
4

3
5dV

¼ �
ð
V
dfugTqf€ugdV�

ð
V
dfwgTqbf€wgdV þ

ð
Ar

dfugTf~T1gdA

þ
ð
Ap

dfwgTf~T2gdAþ
ð
Ab
q

dhb~qbdAþ
ð
At
q

dht~qtdA

(35)

where f~T1g, f~T2g and ~qb, ~qt represent the traction and heat flux acted on surface Ar,Ap,Ab
q, and

At
q, respectively. Andð

V
dfegTfrgdV ¼ dfuegT

ð
V
½B1�Tð½C0�½B1�fueg � ½aM�½B2�fwegÞdV

�dfuegT
ð
V
½B1�Tfnðcþ auaMÞg½N3�fhbe þ s1 _h

b
egdV

�dfuegT
ð
V
½B1�Tfð1� nÞðcþ auaMÞg½N4�fhte þ s1 _h

t
egdV

(36)

ð
V
dfĥbgTfqbgdV ¼ �dfhbegTnkb

ð
V
½B3�T ½B3�fhbegdV

þ dfhbegTnqbcb
ð
V
½B3�T ½N3�½N2�fhbegf _wegdV

(37)

ð
V
dfĥtgTfqtgdV ¼ �dfhtegTð1� nÞkt

ð
V
½B4�T ½B4�fhtegdV (38)
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ð
V
dfngTfpgdV ¼ dfwegT

ð
V
½B2�Tð½M�½B2�fweg � ½aM�T ½B1�fuegÞdV

þ dfwegT
ð
V
½B2�T ½nauM�½N3�ðfhbeg þ s1f _hbegÞdV

þ dfwegT
ð
V
½B2�T ½ð1� nÞauM�½N4�ðfhteg þ s1f _htegÞdV

(39)

ð
V
dfhbgqbT0f _SbgdV ¼ dfhbegT0

ð
V
½N3�fctgT ½B1�f _uegdV

þ dfhbegT0

ð
V
½N3�

�
fcbgT ½B2�f _weg þ c1½N3�ðf _hbeg þ s2f€hbegÞ

�
dV

(40)

ð
V
dfhtgqtT0f _StgdV ¼ dfhtegT0

ð
V
½N4�fctgT ½B1�f _uegdV

þ dfhtegT0

ð
V
½N4�

�
fcbgT ½B2�f _weg þ c2½N4�ðf _hteg þ s2f€htegÞ

�
dV

(41)

ð
V
dfugTqf€ugdV ¼ dfuegTq

ð
V
½N1�T ½N1�f€uegdV (42)ð

V
dfwgTqbf€wgdV ¼ dfwegTqb

ð
V
½N2�T ½N2�f€wegdV (43)ð

Ar

dfugTf~T1gdA ¼ dfuegT
ð
Ar

½N1�Tf~T1gdA ¼ dfuegTfFme g (44)ð
Ap

dfwgTf~T2gdA ¼ dfwegT
ð
Ap

½N2�Tf~T2gdA ¼ dfuegTfFfeg (45)

ð
Ab
q

dhb~qbdA ¼ dfhbeg
ð
Ab
q

½N3�~qbdA ¼ dfhbegfFbeg (46)

ð
At
q

dht~qtdA ¼ dfhteg
ð
Ab
q

½N4�~qtdA ¼ dfhtegfFteg (47)

Substituting Eqs. (36)–(47) into Eq. (35), we can obtain the finite-element governing equations
as follows:

D11
e 0 0 0

0 D22
e 0 0

0 0 D33
e 0

0 0 0 D44
e

2
66664

3
77775

€ue

€we

€h
b
e

€h
t
e

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

9>>>>>=
>>>>>;

þ

0 0 C13
e C14

e

0 0 C23
e C24

e

C31
e C32

e C33
e 0

C41
e C42

e 0 C44
e

2
66664

3
77775

_ue

_we

_h
b
e

_h
t
e

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

9>>>>>=
>>>>>;

þ

K11
e �K12

e �K13
e �K14

e

�K21
e K22

e K23
e K24

e

0 0 K33
e 0

0 0 0 K44
e

2
66664

3
77775

ue
we

hbe
hte

8>>>><
>>>>:

9>>>>=
>>>>;

¼

Fme

Ffe
Fbe
Fte

8>>>><
>>>>:

9>>>>=
>>>>;

(48)

Table 1. The material parameters of biological tissue.

K ¼ 6:87� 106pa Kt ¼ 7:4� 107pa Kb ¼ 1:0� 109pa � ¼ 0:48
qt ¼ 1000kg=m3 qb ¼ 1060kg=m3 kt ¼ 0:4W=m=K kb ¼ 0:5W=m=K
ct ¼ 4200J=kg=K cb ¼ 3900J=kg=K at ¼ 10�4=K ab ¼ 10�4=K
kl ¼ 10�4m=s T0 ¼ 310K la ¼ 120m�1 ls ¼ 1700m�1

-b ¼ 0:005s�1 Qmet ¼ 380W=m3 /0 ¼ 1:6� 105W=m2 R ¼ 0:4
ha ¼ 53592W=m2K
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where ½D�, ½C� and ½K� are the mass, damping and stiffness matrices, respectively. fFme FfeFbe FtegT are the
load vectors associated with the boundary conditions. The coefficients and load vectors in Eq. (48) are

Figure 2. Temperature contours in the LNTE and LTE models. (a) Tissue temperature in the LNTE model, (b) Blood temperature
in the LNTE model, and (c) Temperature in the LTE model.
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Figure 3. The distribution of tissue temperature along OA.

Figure 4. The distribution of blood temperature along OA.

Figure 5. The distribution of displacement ur along OC.
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Figure 6. The distribution of displacement uz along OC.

Figure 7. The distribution of displacement uz along OA.

Figure 8. The distribution of stress rrr along OC.
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Figure 9. The distribution of stress rzz along OA.

Figure 10. The distribution of pressure p along OA.

Figure 11. The effect of porosity coefficient on tissue temperature along OA.
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given in the appendix. It should be emphasized that the matrix ½C32
e � is nonlinear, which is different from

that in [32]. Thus far, finite-element formulations of generalized thermo-mechanical problem base on the
LTNE model are obtained. Then, the finite-element equations (Eq. (48)) can be solved directly using the
software Flexpde in time domain with the initial and boundary conditions.

2.4. Numerical results and discussions

In the calculation, the material parameters of biological tissue are shown in Table 1 [16, 28, 33].
The non-dimensional lengths are OA ¼ OC ¼ 5:0, r0 ¼ 1:0, respectively. The non-dimensional
time t ¼ 0:12, s1 ¼ s2 ¼ 0:04 are used in the following numerical example.

To investigate the effects of local thermal non-equilibrium model on the thermal-mechanical
response in porous biological tissue when the porosity coefficient is 0.06, the results of the LTE
model are also given. Figure 2 show the temperature contours in the context of LNTE and LTE
models. It can be found that the temperature changed zone is in a finite area. The changed zone
of the LNTE model is larger than the LTE model. Outside this region, the temperature is
almost unchanged.

Figure 12. The effect of porosity coefficient on blood temperature along OA.

Figure 13. The effect of porosity coefficient on radial displacement along OC.
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To further study, the discrepancies of these two models on the transient responses, the results
along OA and OC are pictured in Figures 3–10. In Figures 3 and 4, it can be seen that the tem-
perature at the origin predicted by LNTE model are larger than the LTE model when subject to
the same external energy. This phenomenon may be caused by the thermal effects of blood perfu-
sion and convective in the LNTE model. Figure 5 shows the distribution of radial displacement
along OC. The radial displacement of the origin is zero. This is consistent with the axial sym-
metry condition. The distributions of axial displacement along OC and OA are plotted in Figures
6 and 7, respectively. The axial displacement uz along OC is always negative. This indicates that
the surface of biological tissue suffers thermal expansion deformation and moves to the uncon-
strained direction. It can be seen from Figure 7 that the axial displacement at the origin is the
largest and the direction is opposite to the z-axis. From Figure 8, we can see that the stress rrr is
always negative and approaches to zero along OC. The stress rzz at the origin is zero (traction-
free surface) and increases as moving away from the origin in Figure 9. The zero excess pore
pressure on the origin is consisted with the boundary condition in Figure 10.

The effects of porosity coefficient on the responses in the context of the LNTE model are
shown in Figures 11–18. Form Figures 11 and 12, we can see the porosity coefficient has little

Figure 14. The effect of porosity coefficient on axial displacement along OC.

Figure 15. The effect of porosity coefficient on axial displacement along OA.
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Figure 16. The effect of porosity coefficient on radial stress along OC.

Figure 17. The effect of porosity coefficient on axial stress along OA.

Figure 18. The effect of porosity coefficient on pressure along OA.
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effect on tissue and blood temperature. This thermal conductivity of tissue is very close to ther-
mal conductivity of blood. It can be seen that porosity coefficient n has a significant effect on the
displacement, stress and excess pore pressure in Figures 13–18. The maximum absolute values of
displacement, stress and excess pore pressure increase with the increase of porosity coefficient.

3. Conclusions

The presence of blood and its thermal roles in living tissue such as blood perfusion and convec-
tion, make it is quite natural to treat the living tissue as a porous medium. Based on a non-equi-
librium heat transfer model, we investigate the transient coupled thermomechanical response of
porous biological tissue in the context of generalized thermoelastic theory. The nonlinear finite-
element governing equations are established and solved in time-domain. Comparisons are pre-
sented with LTNE and LTE models to investigate the difference of these two models on the ther-
moelastic response. From the numerical results, one may conclude that the temperature,
displacement and stress of the LNTE model are larger than the LTE model. The magnitudes of
displacement, stress and excess pore pressure increase with the increasing of porosity coefficient
n: The porosity coefficient has little influence on temperature change.

Appendix

The coefficients and load vectors in Eq. (48) are listed below:

½D11
e � ¼

ð
V
½N1�Tq½N1�dV, ½D22

e � ¼
ð
V
½N2�Tqb½N2�dV,

½D33
e � ¼ T0c1s2

ð
V
½N3�½N3�dV, ½D44

e � ¼ T0c2s2

ð
V
½N4�½N4�dV,

½C13
e � ¼

ð
V
ns1½B1�T½cþ auaM�½N3�TdV, ½C14

e � ¼
ð
V
ð1� nÞs1½B1�T ½cþ auaM�½N4�TdV,

½C23
e � ¼

ð
V
½B2�T ½ns1auM�½N3�dV, ½C24

e � ¼
ð
V
½B2�T½ð1� nÞs1auM�½N4�dV,

½C31
e � ¼ T0

ð
V
fctgT ½B1�½N3�dV, ½C33

e � ¼ T0c1

ð
V
½N3�½N3�dV,

½C32
e � ¼ T0

ð
V
ðfcbgT½B2�½N3� þ nqbcb½B3�T½N3�½N2�fhbegÞdV,

½C41
e � ¼ T0

ð
V
fctgT ½B1�½N4�dV, ½C42

e � ¼ T0

ð
V
fcbgT½B2�½N4�dV,

½C44
e � ¼ T0c2

ð
V
½N4�½N4�dV, ½K11

e � ¼
ð
V
½B1�T½C0�½B1�dV,

½K12
e � ¼

ð
V
½B1�T ½aM�½B2�dV, ½K13

e � ¼
ð
V
½B1�Tn½cþ auaM�½N3�TdV,

½K14
e � ¼

ð
V
½B1�Tð1� nÞ½cþ auaM�½N4�TdV, ½K21

e � ¼
ð
V
½B2�T ½aM�T ½B1�dV,

½K22
e � ¼

ð
V
½B2�T ½aM�½B2�dV, ½K23

e � ¼
ð
V
½B2�T½nauM�½N3�dV,

½K24
e � ¼

ð
V
½B2�T ½ð1� nÞauM�½N4�dV, ½K33

e � ¼ �nkb
ð
v
½B3�T½B3�dV,

½K44
e � ¼ �ð1� nÞkt

ð
v
½B4�T½B4�dV, fFme g ¼

ð
Ar
½N1�Tf�TgdA, fFfeg ¼

ð
Ap
½N2�Tf�TgdA,

fFbeg ¼ �
ð
Ab
q

½N3�Tf�qbgdA, fFteg ¼ �
ð
At
q

½N4�Tf�qtgdA
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